SALE LOCATION: The sale will be held at the Tom Veerkamp farm, which is located 1/2 mile north of Comfrey, Minnesota on County Road #16. Not responsible for accidents.

Normal auction forms as listed on the back side of this sale bill and announced the day of the auction.

FARM EQUIPMENT

- JD 725 15.5 multich Finisher w/ walking trailers, 5 bar finisher, ser. #05002
- A-Top Air 1,200 gal. putttype sprayer w/ T-tank, 60' X boom, rinse tank, 3000# Rubber/Steel & water control
- Century 800 gal. putttype sprayer w/ Hyd. x-fold 60' boom, hyd. pump, 12.5x15 rubber & Micro Trak
- Demo 500 gal. putttype sprayer w/ 40' boom, tandem axle & Tпочт pump
- 3 - Parker 450 gravity wagons w/ double 10' & 8' bale wagons
- IH 490 21't tandem disk
- JD 875 8RN flat fold cultivator
- Kewanee 1000 20' hyd. folding disk
- Oliver 565 bottom plow
- Bradford 200 bu. seed gravity wagon w/ Hyd, gear & hoist
- DMI 250 bu. center dump gravity wagon w/ gear & hoist
- Lindy 225 bottom gravity wagon w/ gear & hoist
- 2 - Killbros gravity wagons
- Flow-Ez 220 gravity wagon w/ NBull gear
- MN 250 gravity wagon w/ Jumbo 10 gear
- Parker 200 gravity wagon on Oliver 10 gear
- Concord AST-800 air cart w/ Fast 12 row
- JD 230 29.5' wing fold disk
- JD 2760 5 bottom plow
- JD 3-16 mounted semi plow
- Bumper pull water trailer w/ approx. 1,000 gal. poly tank & transfer pump
- 7 section drag
- McCormick Deering 7# sickle mower
- 300 gal. sprayer tank
- 500 gal. sprayer tank
- 150 gal. sprayer supply cart
- JD 230 19.5 disk
- Oliver 83H 2RN corn picker
- Tye 3 pt. 20' drill w/ 15' spacing
- JD 1100 16.5' field cultivator
- JD 6200 12' 2048 250 stall chopper
- JD 3 bottom plow
- Ferguson 2 bottom plow
- Ferguson 3pt. digger
- Big Butch 30 gal. putttype sprayer w/ 40' boom
- DM 5 bottom adjustable plow
- Hiniker 8RN ridge cultivator
- 18 field cultivator
- Agri-Chem 30 gal. sprayer w/ 24' boom
- Howes 3pt. 5' rotary mower
- Balzer spreader w/ flatbed, 1,800 gal. horizontal spreader, 7' grain box
- JD 845 8RN flat fold cultivator
- Lindsey/McGhiey 2010 16' chisel plow

“ALL ITEMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.”

GRAIN BINS & GRAIN EQUIPMENT

- JD 540 44 ft forage chopper w/ 3RN corn & hay cutters, 2,850 hrs. , 3rd rains, 10,000# Frony/Rubber & roten bond
- 1945 MM U tractor ser. #UTU323043

“ALL ITEMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.”

POWER WASHING TRAILER UNIT TILING MACHINE & BACKHOE

- 2011 Powerline commercial combination power washer trailer letter cleaner self unloading trailer
- 2002 White/GMC commercial semi trailer w/ Cat 3406 engine, 15 spd. & sleeper
- 1987 TD 305' tractor trailer w/ Cummins 350 engine, 10 spd. & sleeper
- 1987 IH twin screw trail truck w/ steel box, hoist & 4-in-1
- Kawasaki 610 4x4 side by side ATVe Mule w/ very low hours, cab, very nice Estate unit.
- Red hawk 20' forage chopper trailer w/ ramps & beaver tail
- Triggs 8'x30' fiberglass livestock trailer
- WW 16' bumber hitch livestock trailer
- Vermeer 35pt planter trailer
- Homemade 9'x12' trailer w/ ramps
- Semi 30' drop deck trailer
- Aluminum 30' construction type trailer, needs paint or salvage

VERMEER PT-12 TILING MACHINE FOR SALE

- Tiling machine for parts
- Dual Woods 1035 backhoe w/ 24' bucket

FARM EQUIPMENT

- JD 4340 tractor P S. trans., 18.4x38' rubber, ser. #06212
- JD 4620 tractor w/ 4,384 indicated hrs., 18.4x38' radial, 3pt., PTO, ser. #257-340-433.

“ALL ITEMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.”

Other Items

- JD 350 short hopper
- Schueller 175BF bunker feeder wagon, very nice condition

“ALL ITEMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.”
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Auctioneers / Ringman

Dan Pike / GPPA, Jim Davison, 507-847-3646 (C) or 507-847-0895 (F), Jim Wesral, Winthrop, MN 55395-8681; Doug Wiebelt, Fairmont, MN 56031-4145; Kevin, Allen & Ryan Kahler Fairmont & Sherburn, MN 56032-5660; Dustin Hartung Fairmont, MN 507-236-7629; Daren Hall; BUTTERFIELD, MN 56025-9085; Jon Rogier Fairmont, MN 507-723-6448; Dylan Kallmann; Scot Christensen; Glen Berkwart

To view additional equipment photos and to see late consignments check our web site www.danpikeauction.com.

We will try to update the web site regularly leading up to the auction. Many additional items are expected to be auctioned.